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Definitions
let 5g be a closed orientable surface of genus g

without marked points and Tg be its Teichmiller space

Once a point in Tg has been
chosen Sg will refer

to

thecorresponding hyperbolic surface

Pg mapping class group of Sg

A systole on Sg is a geodesic with length less than
or

equal to that of any other geodesic
on Sg

nipsystole
Important observation a pair of systoles can intersect in

at most I point

A set of geodesics fills Sg if the complement is
a set of polygons

e g

Systole function

fsys Ty At x a length of systole at x



Sys C The subset of Tg on which C is the

set of systoles

let c be a cure on Sg

Le Tg It x is length of c at x

A length function is
a positive linear combination of

such functions

Length functions
are analytic functions satisfying many

convexity properties

Lemma I I when the curves in C fill SysC is

a connected open subset of an embedded submanifold

of Tg with compact closure

Thurston spinePg Thesetof all pointsof T at
whichthesystoles

fill This is a CW complex with cells oftheform SysC

Akrout fays is a topological
Morse function

claim the Thurston spine is the Morse Smale complex

of fsys
Thurston's deformation Retraction

Key Lemma Let C be any collection of curves on
a

surface that donot fill Then at any point of Tg
there are tangent vectors that simultaneously increase
the lengths of all the geodesics representing curves
in C

Proof Using Lipschitz maps

Independent proofs dueto Bers Riera I I Parlier



2 steps
Construct a Pg equivariant isotopy lot of Tg into a

regular neighbourhood of the
Thurston spine Pg

This is done using a flow whose existence is guaranteed

by the key lemma

Use the structure of the regular neighbourhood to retract
the rest of the way onto Pg

1st step the flow
Define Pg e to be the subset ofTg for which the set of
geodesics whose length is within E ofthe length of a systole fill

Each Pg e has compact closure modulo the action of Pg

If N is a regular open neighbourhood of Pg F E s t

Pg E C N

At a point x of Tg Pg let Ces be a set ofshortest
geodesics at x

When the curves in Ca don't fill use key lemma to construct

Vf Xc with the property that the lengthofevery
cure in C

is increasing in thedirection of Xc

choices can be made in such a way that Xc
is

Pg equivariant
and smooth away from where C changes

smoothing off
Define Uce x et c isthesetofgeodesics at x withlength

at most fsy C E

E smallenough Uci Ci is a finitesetof curves onSg
Tres Tg



Tg equivariantpartition of unity Xc subordinate to Uci

Averaging over the Xli does not create zeros

We will seethat thevalueof theVfon anarbitrarily small abled

of Pg will not matter Don't worry about this for now

Arbitrarily define Xc so if Ci fills

Choose E sufficiently small sit a Vf Xc can only
be zero within a narrow regular neighbourhood of Pg
Possible because Pg pg compact

call the resulting Vf Xg

Next take a set K Pg C K CTg Kling compact

for simplicity we will take the thickpart K Tg'm
Em Margulis constant

Define isotopy lot Ty'm It

i

K



I
p p

By construction where X is nonzero it is pointing
inwards

on the boundary of a level set tot of fsys

Each x thick part Ty is invariant under theflow

Define p Tg It x smallest realnumber r s t theset
of geodesics with length no more
than fsy t r fill

Ex Max BK
x ETat

E x is nonincreasing with X

As a approaches upper
bound ER 0

Once a point flows intoTy it cannot flowoutof Pg E
x

By compactness ofTg ing
outside a small neighbourhood

of Pg rate of increase of fry along each flow
lie is

bounded from below

after a finite time each point
in Tg'm is flowed

into small neighbourhood of Pg on which Xel is small

of



If E in the defn of X is decreased with time can

flow into and stay in Pg E for arbitrarily small E

Choose t E O D suchthat I Tg
Em C N

whee N is a normal neighbourhood

Pg Ed

2nd step within the normal neighbourhood N

IIe must be connected because Jtg is

2Itt separates IN from Pg and is smooth



Need to either deform thenormal coordinates on N or

retract I to resolve this

Different approaches

by taking arbitrarily
smalldeformation can

assume w 1 o g only hasI
Itt points with nondegenerate Hessian theoremfrom

Morsetheory

Deform normal coordinates until enough critical points

are cancelled out

AAAA

Alternatively deform one rcoordinate line to intersect

2 It once and extendthis to a neighbourhoodof r
lines

Use curate

Dyk
messy tomake rigorous



The Steinberg Module

Gg Harvey's complex of curves

Harer Lg is homotopy equivalent
to a wedgeof spheres

Vi g29
2

Ivanov JTg'm is contractible
aid its boundary is

homotopy equivalent to Cg

since Cy admits an action of Tg
this gives the

Steinbergmodule St E Hag E 2

thestructure of a Pg module

A furthur deformation retraction

ad G sup ne N H G M 0 forsomemoduleM

Pg has finite index torsion free subgroups

Serre Any finite index torsion free
subgroup hasthe

same cohomological dimension

red Pg Cd Fusion

Ved Ig gives a
lowerbond on thedimension ofthe

image of a Pg equivariant
deformation retractionofTg

Harer Explicit deformation
retraction achieving this lower

bound for punctured surfaces

Harer red Pg 4g 5



Theorem II The Thurston spine ofa closed orientable
surface of genus g deformation

retracts onto a

subcomplex of dimension equal to 4g 5

Proof Let Sys C be a top dimensional cell of Pg

let g be an interior point of Sys C

D q pre image of q underthe deformation refraction

of Tg onto Pg
Dy is a ball withboundary at

Dq intersects Pg in the single point g
dim Dq codin of Sys inTg
Since Tgem is invariant under Thurston'sflow
D4 intersects 2Tg transversely in a connectedset

Dy n 2Tg'm SEm a sphereof dimension
codin syst I

din syst can't be lessthan 4g 5
Suppose din SysC 49 5

Then din s thick C 2g 2

S
thick is contractible in 2Tgthich

Da n tgem can be homotoped relativeto its boundary

sthick into 2Tg
Thishomotopy moves g off Pg
Pg must have an unmatched face

Collapse in the unmatched face and repeatthe argument
until a subcomplex with dimension 4g 5 is obtained D



Schmutz's cells and Duality

Schmutz defined cell decompositions parametrised by length
functions

forsurfaceswithout punctures marked points existence was not
known

min C the set of points inTg at which lengthfunctions
written

as positive linearcombinationsof lengths of curves in C havetheirminima

Lemma Schmutz mink is nonempty iff the curves in C fill

Lemma Schmutz Let c be a set of geodesics that fills Sy
A point pofTg is in mint iff there does not
exist a derivation in TpTg whose evaluation

on each

length function ofa cure in C is strictly positive

Lemma Schmutz Let C Ca let Il Tg IR

X H LK Ldn
Whenthe rank of the Jacobian of Fk is constant on
mink the set mink is an open cell

Gpinched

C G G C

i
X

p dfming.cc pinched



Theorem I I Duality between mink
and syst

Let SysC be a cell of Pg Suppose there is a critical

point p of fsy contained in Sys C At p

indexof fsy at p t dimensionof Syst dimensionofTg
Moreover p must be the unique pointof

intersection of
Syst with mink and

index of fsy at p
dimensionof mink at p

Then mink Syst is a cell of Pg is a

Pg equivariant
set decomposition of Tg dual

to Pg

Claim this set decomposition is analogous to the

cell decompositions for Tei hmiller spaces of
punched

surfaces used by Harer to show the
existence of a

Tg equivariant deformation
retraction for punctured

surfaces



Questions

There is a pl structure on mink
with thehelpof

which mink can be subdivided into cells

Question How where why does the rankof FCC
drop

on mink

see also Corollary 3.2 of Schmutz Riemann surfaceswith
shortest geodesic

Another partial result If C has no properfilling subsets

the rank of the Jacobian of FCC is constant on mink

Every cell syst of Pg
can have at most 1

critical point of fsys

Question does every cell
contain a criticalpoint

On Sys C the lengths of T kill Ci E C wit

the WP metric are about the same

The tangent space to Sys contains all rectos onto

which the projections of T L ki Ci t C have thesame

lengths Is this tangent space always
contained in

the convex hall of a Lti Ci E C


